
ancient country. Anything less than this -would be an insult
to the people of Hungary and an embarrassment to people all
across this~dominion, because people from that country have
contributed greatly to the development of this young country
of Canada .

Many thousands of these brave people are today flood-
ing Austria, those who are not shot and chopped down by the
Russian army along the border, no doubt emphasizing the tragedy
in that district . All one has to do is read the papers, and
the contents of those papers are too terrible to repeat here .
It should be within the knowledge of everyone here .

It is not my intention to delay this debate by speak-
ing at great length . I do not look upon this as an issue con-
cerning which we can come to parliament and rush in and rush
out for the convenience of the government . This is a vital
issue which touches the heart of every Canadian . It concerns
the lives and hopes of these people and their children and
their children yet unborn. I do not look upon this as a poli-
tical issue but Canada is disturbed, Canada is alarmed and
Canada Z:a_ shockQd 0t_ t-he .:v.a.cillati:on- and _c:omplaçen.cy bf:~_ :this
government in relation to this as .rrell as many other matters .
It is useless to hide behind the . great shiëld of -the United
Nations . The United"Nations is--no,stronger than the countries
it embraces . A chain is only as strong as its weakest link .
Canada has failed dismally in its representation at the United
Nations .

Therefore , Mr . Speaker-, I move on behalf of Her
Ma jes ty's loyal o position , seeonded by the hon . member for
Vancouver-Quadra frdr . Green) :

That the following be added to the address .

That this House regrets that Your Excellency's
adviser s

(1) have followed a course of gratuitous con-
demnation of the action of the United Kingdom and
France which was designed to prevent a major war in
the Suez area ;

(2) have meekly followed the unrealistic poli-
cies of the United States of America and have thereby
encouraged a truculent and defiant attitude on the
part of the Egyptian dictator ;

(3) have placed Canada in the humiliating posi-
tion of accepting dictation from President Nasser ;

(4) have failed to take swift and adequate action
to extend refuge to the patriots of Hungary and other
lands under the cruel Russian yoke .
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